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Introduction 

In the 600-odd years since the death of Geoffrey Chaucer, many artifacts, such as the 

exemplars of the earliest Canterbury Tales manuscripts, have been lost to time.1 Although 

Chaucer is the “father of English poetry” and the founding member of Poet’s Corner in 

Westminster Abbey, we do not actually know his final intentions for his masterwork, the 

Canterbury Tales. This quandary is primarily because Chaucer died in the middle of his active 

development of the Canterbury Tales, presumably without any known, authoritative creative 

directive. A further complication is that the major extant manuscripts of the Canterbury Tales 

simply do not agree with one another, particularly on highly contentious matters such as tale 

order, which were simply never finalized before Chaucer’s death. Because the Canterbury Tales 

is fundamentally an unfinished work with key disagreements between its major extant 

manuscripts, it is impossible to tell exactly what Chaucer intended to do by just looking through 

the text. A student picking up the Riverside Chaucer, as I did myself, would get the impression 

of a stable, finished creation, but the Canterbury Tales is only “finished” in the sense that 

centuries of scholars and editors have manufactured a refined and readable Canterbury Tales 

canon. 

Two major manuscripts written by the same scribe, the Aberystwyth, National Library of 

Wales Peniarth 392D, or Hengwrt (Hg), and San Marino, Huntington Library El 26.C.9, or 

Ellesmere (El) Chaucers, are considered two of the earliest and most influential sources of the 

Canterbury Tales. Hg, dating from 1395-1405, is the older of the two, and is “almost universally 

accepted as the earliest extant manuscript,” (Stubbs 2007, 139), and generally serves as the main 

reference for the state of the original text at the time Chaucer stopped writing. El, dating from 

 
1 In the case of the Hengwrt manuscript, they have also partially been lost to rats (de Hamel 2017, 436). 
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1400-1410, is “the most beautiful and probably the most influential on modern editors” (Stubbs 

2007, 139), and generally serves as the main reference for tale order, as it is Hg’s much more 

carefully edited and refined compatriot. 

 Chaucer scholar Estelle Stubbs (2007) proposed that the scribe of the Hg and El 

Canterbury Tales manuscripts—henceforth referred to as Scribe B2—and the scribe of the 

Oxford, Corpus Christi College MS 198 (Cp) and London, British Library Harley 7334 (Ha4) 

Canterbury Tales manuscripts—henceforth referred to as Scribe D—may have used the same set 

of exemplars when writing their respective manuscripts. In her work, Stubbs emphasizes a theory 

of an active, multilayered late-stage revision process of the Canterbury Tales in which revised 

exemplars of earlier tale versions were being distributed from Chaucer to a select cohort of 

scribes as several rounds of updates over time (Stubbs 2007, 149, 151). In addition, research 

conducted by Jacob Rønnow Thaisen (2005) indicated intriguing variations in orthography 

between various manuscripts that seemed to potentially contradict Stubbs’ theory of a shared 

exemplar between Scribe B and Scribe D, yet provided opportunity for further analysis and 

comparison.  

Christopher de Hamel, while not a Chaucer scholar, is instead one of the most renowned 

book historians of the last 50 years. De Hamel’s lens as an expert librarian and book appraiser, 

rather than a literary scholar, gives him unique insight into the compilation and construction 

process of the Canterbury Tales, focusing on the work as an in-progress anthology developed in 

nonchronological development cycles in its earliest works, particularly the physical Hg 

manuscript (de Hamel 2017, 444). 

 
2 Although the work of Chaucer scholar Linne Mooney has proposed identifying Scribe B as a scribe named Adam 

Pinkhurst (Mooney 2006), this identification is still contested. I do not have the expertise in paleographical analysis 

necessary to give an informed opinion on the subject, and thus will refer to the copyist of Hg and El as Scribe B in 

this thesis. 
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Both Stubbs and de Hamel’s research emphasizes theories of revision endpoints and signs 

of multiple revision editions of the exemplar booklets used within the earliest extant Canterbury 

Tales manuscripts. The use of multiple revision editions of exemplar booklets by Scribe B and 

Scribe D are suggested by the codicological and paleographical features of the Cp, El, Ha4, and 

Hg manuscripts, but are not definitively identifiable by close reading of these manuscript’s texts. 

Stubbs specifically called for further research into the production histories of these earliest extant 

Canterbury Tales texts and a reassessment of scholarly notions of the development of the 

Canterbury Tales (Stubbs 2007, 153), which have often expressed a belief of Chaucer 

approaching the Canterbury Tales with a unified vision that was interrupted by his death. 

As 160,000-180,000-word works written before English orthography was formally 

standardized, these earliest extant Canterbury Tales manuscripts proved prime candidates for 

“lexomic” analysis.3 The numerous orthographic variations present in the manuscripts—and 

between the scribes—were particularly valuable for data-based statistical analysis.  

Utilizing the Lexos (Kleinman et al. 2019) web-based program to conduct statistical 

analysis of the orthographic variations within Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4,4 my research explores the 

question of what documents came between Geoffrey Chaucer and these four manuscripts, and 

suggests much closer hierarchical relationships between these scribes and their manuscripts 

within Chaucerian canon than previously indicated.  

 
3 Coined by Betsey Dexter Dyer (2002), the term “lexomic,” modeled after “genomics,” refers to computer-assisted 

analytical approaches that are focused on words rather than genes (Drout and Smith 2018). 
4 Diplomatic transcriptions of Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4—sourced from manual transcriptions of the digitized original 

facsimiles (Chaucer 1395–1405; 1400–1410; 1401–1450; ca. 1410), as well as the diplomatic transcriptions of 

Stubbs et al. (2013b) and Frederick J. Furnivall ([1869–1881] 2006; [1868–1879] 2006; [1868–1884] 2006; [1885] 

2006)—were made into digital text files to input the manuscripts’ text into Lexos. A total of eight digital text files 

were used, two for each manuscript—one edited to aid visual graph comparison, and one not. Relevant “cohesion 

lemmas” made by Furnivall were checked against the original facsimiles and manually reversed in all text files. 
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There are numerous surviving Canterbury Tales manuscripts, but most are obviously 

copies of each other, or are fragmentary. Therefore, many of these surviving manuscripts have 

been seen as providing very little information. However, the computer-assisted analysis allows 

researchers to investigation the inter-relationships of surviving manuscripts, and, more 

importantly, extract potentially valuable information, such as their construction history, from this 

wealth of data. Therefore, in addition to my analysis of these four full manuscript texts, I have 

also utilized the Lexos program to conduct my analysis of the orthographic variations within the 

Wife of Bath’s Prologue (WBP) tales in multiple manuscripts: Cp, Cambridge Dd.4.24 (Dd), El, 

Cambridge Gg.4.27 (Gg), Ha4, Hg, British Library Lansdowne MS 851 (La), and Petworth 

House MS 7 (Pw). These diplomatic transcriptions’ text files were sourced from the Canterbury 

Tales Project (Chaucer 1996). 
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Methodology 

Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4 Manuscript Files 

Manuscript Original 

Date 

Edition Used Source of 

Electronic 

Text 

Source of Facsimile Used for 

Comparison/Emendation 

Cp 1401-

1450 

The Multitext Edition 

(Stubbs et al. 2013b); 

 

Corpus ms (Corpus 

Christi coll., Oxford) of 

Chaucer's Canterbury 

tales: Ed. by Frederick J. 

Furnivall (Chaucer 

[1868–1884] 2006) 

The 

Canterbury 

Tales Project 

 

University of 

Michigan 

Library 

Oxford, Corpus Christi 

College MS 198 

El 

(Ellesmere) 

1400-

1410 

The Multitext Edition 

(Stubbs et al. 2013b) 

 

Ellesmere ms of Chaucer's 

Canterbury tales: edited 

by Frederick J. Furnivall 

(Chaucer [1868–1879] 

2006) 

The 

Canterbury 

Tales Project 

 

University of 

Michigan 

Library 

San Marino, Huntington 

Library El. 26 C 9 

Ha4 ca. 1410 The Multitext Edition 

(Stubbs et al. 2013b); 

 

The Harleian ms. 7334 of 

Chaucer's Canterbury 

tales: Ed. by Frederick J. 

Furnivall (Chaucer [1885] 

2006) 

The 

Canterbury 

Tales 

Project\ 

 

University of 

Michigan 

Library 

London, British Library 

Harley MS 7334 

Hg 

(Hengwrt) 

1395-

1405 

The Multitext Edition 

(Stubbs et al. 2013b);  

 

The Hengwrt ms of 

Chaucer's Canterbury 

tales: edited by Frederick 

J. Furnivall (Chaucer 

[1869–1881] 2006) 

The 

Canterbury 

Tales Project 

 

University of 

Michigan 

Library 

Aberystwyth, National 

Library of Wales Peniarth 

392D 

Table 1: Full Text Manuscript Source Reference 

Diplomatic transcriptions of Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4—sourced from manual transcriptions of 

the digitized original facsimiles (Chaucer 1395–1405; 1400–1410; 1401–1450; ca. 1410), as well 
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as the diplomatic transcriptions of Stubbs et al. (2013b) and Frederick J. Furnivall ([1869–1881] 

2006; [1868–1879] 2006; [1868–1884] 2006; [1885] 2006)—were made into digital text files to 

input the manuscripts’ text into Lexos. A total of eight digital text files were used, two for each 

manuscript—one edited to aid visual graph comparison, explained below, and one not. Relevant 

spelling cohesion edits—such as the spelling of “Jesus”—made by Furnivall were checked 

against the original facsimiles and manually reversed to their original spellings in all text files. 

To aid in inter-text comparison and visual interpretation of figures, tales within each 

manuscript were placed in El order and the Tale of Gamelyn was removed from all files. The 

Tale of Gamelyn was removed as scholarly consensus regards it as a “spurious” addition that 

was not authored by Chaucer, but added to the Canterbury Tales after his death to supplement 

the unfinished Cook’s Tale (Johnson 2001, 22). Missing folio pages in Hg, Cp, and Ha4—as well 

as any tales or connecting tale transitions appearing in El but not in a certain manuscript—were 

added to manuscript text files by copying missing text from El into the relevant file (“filling in” 

the file with filler text), with each individual character in the copied text converted to the letter 

<z> to preserve each manuscript’s individual orthographic variation (“zz’ing”—pronounced 

“ZEE-ing” or “[letter /z/ in your accent]-ing”—the file). The El text file did not have any <z> 

filler characters added. 

The Lexos “Scrub” tool was used to prepare these files before performing Rolling 

Windows analysis. The following Lexos scrubbing options were selected in all Hg, El, Cp, and 

Ha4 files: Make Lowercase, Remove Digits, Remove Tabs, Remove Punctuation, Keep 
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Ampersands5. Lemma replacements6 were input into the Lemma field box as needed. Multiple 

lemma replacements were not performed within the same text file—all lemma replacements 

occurred one at a time to avoid unduly altering the visual text file proportions between Rolling 

Windows graphs of the same manuscript. 

Detailed Explanation of Full Text Sources for Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg 

Source Function Use 

High-resolution digital 

images of the original 

facsimiles of the physical 

Cp, El, Hg, and Ha4 

manuscripts, hosted 

online by the respective 

libraries housing each 

physical manuscript. 

Primary sources of the 

manuscripts’ orthographic 

variants. 

Referenced to manually cross-check the 

digitized diplomatic transcription 

sources used for the bulk of my text 

files, particularly any sections originally 

sourced from Furnivall’s diplomatic 

transcriptions. 

Digital web pages of 

Furnivall’s diplomatic 

transcriptions of Cp, El, 

Hg, and Ha4, hosted 

online by the University 

of Michigan. 

Provided text for the Wife of 

Bath’s Prologue, which was 

omitted from the Canterbury 

Tales Project’s Multitext 

Edition manuscripts due to the 

copyright of the Canterbury 

Tales Project’s WBP CD 

diplomatic transcription. 

Copied the digital text of Furnivall’s 

WBP transcriptions into my original text 

files for Cp, El, Hg, and Ha4. However, 

Furnivall’s diplomatic transcriptions had 

made spelling cohesion edits to certain 

words, like “Jesus,” across his 

transcriptions. These required manual 

identification and correction by 

referencing the spelling used in the 

publicly available digital images of the 

manuscripts’ original facsimiles. 

Digital website of the 

Tales Project’s Multitext 

Edition diplomatic 

transcriptions of Hg, El, 

Cp, and Ha4 

Provided text for all tales 

except for the Wife of Bath’s 

Prologue, which was omitted 

from the Canterbury Tales 

Project’s Multitext Edition 

manuscripts due to the 

copyright of the Canterbury 

Required manual copying of the 

individual lines on each folio of each 

manuscript into Notepad++ to create my 

text files. The process was intentionally 

tedious—no download option exists, and 

the folio page navigation buttons on the 

site often linked them out of order. This 

was likely meant to dissuade others from 

 
5 Ampersands constitute a significant orthographic variant of “and” in the examined manuscripts. The underline is to 

highlight the importance of preserving ampersands in the text file preparation (“scrubbing”) process, as it is easy to 

mistakenly remove ampersands by leaving the Keep Ampersands box unchecked. 
6 For the purposes of this thesis, a lemma is a representative headword for all spelling variants of a chosen word or 

character string. Replacing orthographic variants with a lemma and then searching for that lemma in Rolling 

Windows allows one to see a single-line graph of every use of a chosen word or character string in a text. 
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Tales Project’s WBP CD 

diplomatic transcription. 

creating personal text files of the Tales 

Project’s transcriptions, or is a web 

design oversight. 

Table 2: Detailed Explanation of Full Text Sources 

 

Wife of Bath’s Prologue Files 

Manuscript Original 

Date 

Edition Used Source of Electronic 

Text 

Dd 1401-1416 The Wife of Bath’s Prologue: On CD-ROM 

(Chaucer 1996) 

The Canterbury Tales 

Project 

Gg ca. 1450-

1475 

The Wife of Bath’s Prologue: On CD-ROM 

(Chaucer 1996) 

The Canterbury Tales 

Project 

La ca. 1400-

1425 

The Wife of Bath’s Prologue: On CD-ROM 

(Chaucer 1996) 

The Canterbury Tales 

Project 

Pw ca. 1425-

1450 

The Wife of Bath’s Prologue: On CD-ROM 

(Chaucer 1996) 

The Canterbury Tales 

Project 

 

 

Digital diplomatic transcriptions of “The Wife of Bath’s Prologue” (WBP) in the Oxford, 

Cambridge University Library MS Gg.4.2.7 (Gg), London, British Library MS Lansdowne 851 

(La), Petworth House MS 7 (Pw), and Oxford, Cambridge University Library MS Dd.4.24 (Dd) 

manuscripts were sourced from the work of the Canterbury Tales Project7, hereafter the Tales 

Project, specifically their The Wife of Bath’s Prologue CD (Chaucer 1996). As the DynaText e-

reader software of the CD is incompatible with modern operating systems, the diplomatic 

transcription texts were accessed by running Windows for Workgroups 3.11 in an MS-DOS 

emulator8 on a Windows 10 host machine. Due to the limitations of the original Windows 3.1x 

character sets, exported WBP diplomatic texts required character replacements to correctly 

display special characters such as <þ> and <ȝ>, while displaying vowels and consonants with 

 
7 The Canterbury Tales Project website is available at https://www.chaucermss.org/  
8 DOSBox v0.74-3 for Windows 10, available for free at https://www.dosbox.com/. Windows for Workgroups 3.11 

not included. 

https://www.chaucermss.org/
https://www.dosbox.com/
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various diacritics also required converting the text files from their original ANSI character 

encoding to UTF-8.9 These character replacements were made to make the WBP transcription 

files consistent with the character display standards used in the Tales Project’s later online 

release of the Norman Blake Editions of the Canterbury Tales (hereafter the Blake Editions), 

which contains the full10 diplomatic transcriptions of Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4 (Stubbs et al. 2013b), 

and which was adopted as the standard for all of my text files.  

To account for the character encoding changes that have occurred since the WBP 1996 

CD transcriptions, which emphasized encoding paleographic letter variants that were later 

streamlined in the online Blake Editions, the WBP character replacement instances were cross-

referenced with the Blake Edition texts via the Blake Editions’ online sentence comparison 

feature. As this research focuses on orthographic, rather than paleographic variants in the texts, 

performing these cohesion edits on the WBP text files is a non-issue for my work. 

An alphabetically sorted table of the character replacements11 used for the WBP text files 

is below: 

Original Character(s): Character replacement: 

 [HTML: &#173;] s 

ˆ [HTML: &#710;] [removed for file cohesion] 

__¥__ [HTML: &#165;] d 

__9__ ë [removed; indicated capitals] 

__a__ a 

__i__ i 

__o__ o 

__r__ r 

 
9 These changes were all accomplished while using Lexos’ “Scrub” tool to prepare the WBP text files for lexomic 

analysis. All character replacements and character encoding conversions may also be performed manually in a text 

editor such as Notepad++, available for free at https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ 
10 Excepting the WBP, which necessitated the purchase of the team’s 1996 WBP CD. 
11 Unicode HTML encodings have been provided for certain special characters. Underscores represent spaces for 

visibility. All instances of _ in this table appear in pairs of double underscores: __. Each __ represents two spaces. If 

using this table as a reference for further research, the “thaŠne” to “thañe” replacement must be performed before 

any ‘a’ character replacement, as otherwise the correction will not be made. This can be done manually, or by 

placing the “thaŠne” to “thañe” replacement at the top of a replacement list. 

https://notepad-plus-plus.org/
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Original Character(s): Character replacement: 

__t__ t 

__u__ u 

¦ [HTML: &#166;] ħ 

¨ [HTML: &#168;] ƚƚ [not ligature] 

‚ [HTML: &#8218;] er 

£ þ 

¤ [HTML: &#164;] ȝ 

¥ [HTML: &#165;] d 

« [HTML: &#171;] quod 

© [HTML: &#169;] par 

® ȝ 

† [HTML: &#8224;] e 

ª [HTML: &#170;] pro 

aŠ ā 

eŠ ē 

ƒ [HTML: &#402;] er 

i‹ [HTML: &#8249] ī 

mŒ [HTML: &#338;] m 

nŠ ñ 

oŠ ō 

pŠ pe 

thaŠne thañe 

uŠ ū 

y~ ȳ 

Table 3: Character Replacements in WBP Text Files 

As the WBP character replacements list was manually created by comparing the exported 

text files with the text displays of both the 1996 DynaText e-reader software and the 2013 Blake 

Editions, there was a potential for human error involved in the WBP text file preparation process. 

Given that this research focuses on analyzing orthographic variations via diplomatic transcription 

text files, the possibility of character-related human errors was of particular concern. However, 

any human errors within the prepared WBP diplomatic text files are unlikely to be statistically 

significant because the data-based statistical analysis performed with Lexos, wide-lens as it is, 

requires that a given input variable occurs with some frequency for any trend to be visible in the 

Lexos Rolling Windows output. Therefore, very low-frequency variables do not substantially 
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affect the output data. As with the Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4 Rolling Windows results, all orthographic 

variants omitted from the WBP Rolling Windows results due to statistical insignificance are 

indicated. 

The Lexos “Scrub” tool options selected to prepare the WBP text files for lexomic 

analysis required two passes to complete. First the Make Lowercase option was selected, and the 

special character replacements list, which I made into a separate text file, was uploaded. These 

actions completed pass one. For pass two, the scrubbing options selected were as follows: Make 

Lowercase12, Remove Digits, Remove Line Breaks, Remove Tabs, Remove Punctuation, Keep 

Ampersands. After pass two, all scrubbing options were deselected and lemma replacements 

were input into the Lemma field box as needed. Lemma replacements for character strings 

instead of whole words were input into the Consolidation field box, with the preparation and 

application process otherwise identical. Multiple lemma replacements were not performed within 

the same text file—all lemma replacements occurred one at a time to avoid unduly altering the 

visual text file proportions between Rolling Windows graphs of the same WBP source 

manuscript.  

If desired, an alternate method to prepare the text files is to manually perform the 

appropriate character replacements using a Replace All function in a text editing program such as 

Notepad or Notepad++, or, the most efficient option, to create a personal batch file script to 

automate said replacements. Instructions for creating such an automated batch file script are 

available through various online tutorials. 

 
12 Selecting Make Lowercase in pass two was an intentional redundancy to prevent repeating the personal error of 

mistakenly leaving Make Lowercase unchecked for several files early in my research, which required redoing all the 

impacted files and data. It is not technically necessary for pass two of the WBP text file preparation process, and 

only reinforces user consistency. 
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Lemma and Milestone Reference Lists 

A list of the lemma replacements13 used for each examined original term is available 

below: 

Original Term and Variants: Lemma Replacement: 

And: and, & aчч [Cyrillic letter Che] 

Th (character string): th, þ ת [Hebrew letter Tav] 

That: that, þt, þat thчч 

The: the, þe תe 

Thou: thow, thou, þow, þou, þu thoч 

With: w, wt, with, witħ, wiþ wiчч 

 
Table 4: Lemma Reference List 

A list of the milestones used in the texts, as well as what they indicate, are available 

below: 

Milestone Type: In-text Indicator: 

Breaks for Tales, Intros, Bridges, etc. qqq 

Proposed de Hamel Booklets מ [Hebrew letter Mem] 

Table 5: Milestone Reference List 

Non-Latin characters were used in lemma replacements and certain milestones to ensure these 

variants and indicators could be easily identified as tracking tools for lexomic analysis, as these 

non-Latin characters were not included in any of the original text files. Punctuation characters 

were avoided to prevent accidental removal during the text file preparation process. Cyrillic and 

Hebrew characters were chosen over other character groups14 for ease of visual differentiation 

from Latin characters, personal familiarity with the scripts, existing Unicode support, Lexos’ 

ability to handle Cyrillic and Hebrew text, and because support for Cyrillic and Hebrew text is 

 
13 Any term followed by (character string) in this table denotes that the term being replaced is not just whole words 

corresponding to the input variant, but all appearances of the variant’s character string. 
14 Scripts other than Cyrillic and Hebrew could also work well for lemma or milestone indicating purposes. Beyond 

accounting for technical practicalities and concerns, script and character choices are a matter of preference. 
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standard on modern computer operating system (OS) platforms, with both scripts supported by 

fonts preinstalled on Windows and Mac OS machines. 

Manuscript and Variant Choice 

As the aim of my thesis is to explore the early ‘genealogy’ of The Canterbury Tales 

anthologies, the Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4 manuscripts were immediate investigative priorities. 

Scholarly consensus agrees that these manuscripts are four of the closest to Chaucer’s lifetime, 

copied by scribes of his own era. Some scholars date the copying of Hg as prior to Chaucer’s 

death in October 1400, and all agree that Hg is the earliest surviving manuscript witness (Stubbs 

2007, 139). These manuscripts have been the focus of previous scholarly inquiries into the 

creation history of the Canterbury Tales anthology, such as the work of Estelle Stubbs, and my 

work picks up the threads of these inquiries’ calls for further research. The process of manually 

sourcing, compiling, editing, and cross-checking diplomatic transcriptions for all four full-text 

manuscripts into text files was incredibly time consuming and required access to multiple 

diplomatic text sources, including digitized facsimiles. Thus, I limited my scope to the four 

preeminent early manuscripts that I found called for further investigation. 

Estelle Stubbs proposed that these four manuscripts were copied by two specific scribes: 

Hg and El by Scribe B, and Cp and Ha4 by Scribe D. In the medieval period, the exemplars used 

by scribes would be broken up into booklets, parts that circulated individually, rather than being 

bound as a single unit of a whole manuscript’s text. A key benefit of dividing exemplars into 

individually circulating booklet sections was that multiple scribes could work on commissions of 

the same manuscript simultaneously, so one scribe could be copying Fragment I at the same time 

another was copying Fragment IV, and the booklets could be exchanged when scribes completed 

copying a section. This example describes the relationship Stubbs proposes between Scribe B 
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and Scribe D and their copying of these four manuscripts: professional colleagues who shared 

booklets of the same exemplar with one another as they each copied the Canterbury Tales “at 

more or less the same time” (Stubbs 2007, 133). 

Because there were no easily accessible digital diplomatic transcriptions of all 

manuscripts, I chose to look closely at a single tale section, selecting the Wife of Bath’s Prologue 

(WBP) because the Tales Project had published a CD with digital diplomatic transcriptions of the 

WBP from 58 pre-1500 manuscript and print versions of the Canterbury Tales.15 The presumed 

accessibility of this WBP CD was inaccurate—COVID-19 interruptions to international mail 

over 2020, the sharp learning curve of teaching myself to set up and use the DOSBox emulator, 

to run and navigate both Windows for Workgroups 3.11 and the DynaText e-reader software,16 

and to troubleshoot text file format incompatibilities between Windows for Workgroups 3.11 and 

Windows 1017 added extensive time to the WBP text file acquisition and preparation process. 

As everyday computer technology moves further away from the 1990s, when several 

important digital archive resources were created, these digital archive resources should seriously 

consider adding tutorials or links to existing tutorials and support pages on how to run no-longer-

supported 1990s programs for modern accessibility purposes—in 2021, Windows 10 program 

compatibility mode only supports programs as far back as Windows 95. A sentence that 

encourages looking up tutorials on how to use and navigate the OS used by such a 1990s 

program is also prudent, as expecting most people under 30 to have a working general 

 
15 Examining all 58 WBP transcriptions was not feasible due to the time constraints of unexpected accessibility 

issues with the CD and the extensive file preparation needed to convert the CD’s text to Windows 10-readable and 

Lexos-usable text file format. 
16 In the words of my family members, “it’s better than when we used typewriters!” 
17 If attempting to read an exported text file from the Tales Project’s WBP CD on a Windows 10 machine, manually 

rename the .TXT file extension to .txt to open it. To enable viewing file extensions in the Windows File Explorer, 

please refer to tutorials on “how to view file extensions on [your operating system here].” Viewing file extensions is 

not enabled by default when running Windows. 
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knowledge of how to operate a computer OS earlier than Windows XP will become less practical 

as the 2020s go on. 

Rolling Windows analysis is extremely useful in producing a visual representation of the 

frequency of things that vary within a text: spelling and word choice can both be easily tracked. 

Middle English did not have a standardized orthography, so there are many variants in frequently 

used terms such as and, the th character string, that, the, thou, and with. I chose these variants for 

lexomic analysis due to their frequent, often content-irrespective use in Middle English, which 

corresponded to variants appearing regularly and in statistically relevant amounts in the 

examined texts. Focusing on the most common articles, conjunctions, pronouns, and one-to-one 

exclusively interchangeable letter variants18 increased the likelihood of finding significant 

orthographic variant trends and anomalies, because human spelling errors, as most writers, 

editors, and academics may anecdotally attest to, are more likely with unassuming or low priority 

words that do not easily stand out on a page. Medieval scribes copied from exemplars, which 

have the potential to leave a trace of their characteristics in the scribe’s finished work. 

Professional scribes were capable of adhering to requests for consistent spelling in a 

commissioned manuscript, for using specific spelling variants over others, simply copying the 

spelling as it appeared in the exemplar, or converting the exemplar text to their personal 

preferred spelling style. Inevitable human errors could include copying a spelling variant in an 

exemplar that the scribe had intended to modify, or the scribe copying a word in their preferred 

spelling variant instead of an alternate intended spelling. Repeated patterns of the use of a 

specific variant in the same location of a text over multiple manuscripts that copied from the 

 
18 This specifically refers to Middle English’s interchangeable uses of <þ> or <th>. The consistency and exclusivity 

of this interchangeable variant was incredibly valuable, as was the frequent usage of these letters in the examined 

texts. 
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same exemplar would likely indicate that the orthographic feature originated at the exemplar, 

rather than scribal, level. Identifying such authorial or exemplar-level orthographic features is 

one of the main aims of my textual analysis, and will recur in my examination of the Cp, El, Ha4, 

and Hg texts, as well as the Wife of Bath’s Prologues of Dd, Gg, La, and Pw.  
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Full Texts Analysis 

Full Texts Filler Text Location Reference 

 
Figure 1: Cp zz ZZ location 1k-word view 

 
Figure 2: Ha4 zz ZZ location 1k-word view 

 
Figure 3: Hg zz ZZ location 1k-word view 

To aid visual analysis of the Rolling Windows graphs, the full texts of Cp, Ha4, and Hg 

were all placed in El order, and, as El is the most “complete” in terms of not having missing Tale 

sections, had <zz> filler text inserted based on El tales to keep the scales of the Rolling Windows 

graphs consistent. <Zz> text was added to missing tale sections by manually finding where the 

missing sections began and ended in the zz’ed text file—often down to the word, and to the line 

at the very least—and inserting the missing lines with corresponding lines from the El text, with 

all letters and ampersands converted to the letter <z>. Only missing lines and sections that had 

been indicated as missing in the sources used for these manuscript’s text files, namely text from 

the Tales Project, were replaced with <zz> filler text in order to preserve natural variations in 

phrasing or incidental word omission between the manuscripts, and to ensure that only sections 
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considered missing by scholarly consensus would be added to the Cp, Ha4, and Hg text files. 

Essentially, the filler text additions were used to make the tales in each manuscript visually line 

up with one another in the Rolling Windows graphs, even when there were tale sections missing 

from one of the manuscripts. 

In Cp, zz’ed sections included: General Prologue lines 1-72, the Wife of Bath’s Prologue 

lines 146-217, the Clerk’s Tale lines 33-107, Lenvoye de Chaucer lines 14-36, all eight lines of 

the Words of the Host, all 32 lines of the Merchant’s Prologue, the Merchant’s Tale lines 1-48, 

the Franklin’s Tale lines 868-909, the Second Nun’s Tale lines 1-36, the Parson’s Prologue lines 

62-75, and the Parson’s Tale lines 1-29 and 217-1019. 

Ha4 zz’ed sections included: the eight lines of the Words of the Host, all 37 lines of the 

Franklin’s Prologue, and the Franklin’s Tale lines 1-515. 

In Hg, the sections replaced by <zz> filler text were the entire Canon Yeoman’s Prologue 

and the Canon Yeoman’s Tale, neither of which are present in the original Hg text, and the 

Parson’s Tale lines 478-1019. 

Full Texts Tale Order Reference 

All the texts in this section were placed in El order, sans Tale of Gamelyn. As mentioned 

in Footnote Error! Bookmark not defined., the Tale of Gamelyn was removed from all texts as 

scholars consider it a “spurious” addition that was not authored by Chaucer, but was inserted into 

25 surviving manuscripts as if to supplant the unfinished Cook’s Tale (Johnson 2001, 22), which 

ends abruptly with a scribal note of “Of this Cokes tale maked Chaucer na moore” (Stubbs et al. 

2013a, fol. 57v).  

The delineated tale sections and their order of appearance are listed below: 

1. General Prologue 

2. Knight’s Tale 

3. Miller’s Prologue 

4. Miller’s Tale 
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5. Reeve’s Prologue 

6. Reeve’s Tale 

7. Cook’s Prologue 

8. Cook’s Tale 

9. Man of Law’s Introduction 

10. Man of Law’s Tale 

11. Wife of Bath’s Prologue 

12. Wife of Bath’s Tale 

13. Friar’s Prologue 

14. Friar’s Tale 

15. Summoner’s Prologue 

16. Summoner’s Tale 

17. Clerk’s Tale 

18. Lenvoye de Chaucer 

19. Words of the Host 

20. Merchant’s Prologue 

21. Merchant’s Tale 

22. Merchant’s Epilogue 

23. Squire’s Tale 

24. Franklin’s Words to the Squire 

(transition) 

25. Franklin’s Tale 

26. Physician’s Tale 

27. Pardoner’s Introduction 

28. Pardoner’s Prologue 

29. Pardoner’s Tale 

30. Shipman’s Tale 

31. Host’s Words to the Shipman and 

Prioress (transition) 

32. Prioress’s Tale 

33. Thopas Prologue 

34. Thopas Tale 

35. Host’s Plea to Stop Thopas 

(transition) 

36. Tale of Melibee 

37. Monk’s Prologue 

38. Monk’s Tale 

39. Nun’s Priest Prologue 

40. Nun’s Priest Tale 

41. Second Nun’s Tale 

42. Canon Yeoman’s Prologue 

43. Canon Yeoman’s Tale 

44. Manciple’s Prologue 

45. Manciple’s Tale 

46. Parson’s Prologue 

47. Parson’s Tale 

 

Canterbury Tales Fragment and Group Label Reference 

Chaucerian scholarship divides the Canterbury Tales into ten surviving tale group 

fragments, generally labeled with Roman numerals (see in Table 6 below). Another common 

fragment labeling system, originating from the Chaucer Society and reflecting their alternate 

theory of intended Canterbury Tales tale order, is by alphabetical group, which has been 

provided in parenthesis (Chaucer 1987, 5). 

Fragment (Group): Tales: 

Fragment I (Group A) General Prologue-Cook’s Tale (List 1-8) 

Fragment II (Group B) Man of Law’s Introduction-Man of Law’s Tale/Epilogue (List 9-10) 

Fragment III (Group D) Wife of Bath’s Prologue-Summoner’s Tale (List 11-16) 

Fragment IV (Group E) Clerk’s Prologue/Tale-Merchant’s Tale/Epilogue (List 17-22) 

Fragment V (Group F) Squire’s Tale/Squire’s Tale Introduction-Franklin’s Tale (List 23-25) 

Fragment VI (Group C) Physician’s Tale-Pardoner’s Tale (List 26-29) 

Fragment VII (Group B2) Shipman’s Tale-Nun’s Priest’s Tale (List 30-40) 

Fragment VIII (Group G) Second Nun’s Prologue/Tale-Canon Yeoman’s Tale (List 41-43) 
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Fragment IX (Group H) Manciple’s Prologue-Manciple’s Tale (List 44-45) 

Fragment X (Group I) Parson’s Prologue-Parson’s Tale (List 46-47) 

Table 6: Canterbury Tales Fragment and Group Labels 

Full Texts and Lemma 

The following graphs are of the and lemma of Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. The lemmatized 

variants are <and>, and <&>. El was given a ‘dirty’19 fix to a scaling issue that offset its scale 

from the other graphs by searching for <and> in addition to the <aчч> lemma.20 

 
Figure 4: Cp zz ‘and’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 5: El ‘and’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 6: Ha4 zz ‘and’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
19 I use this term with humor, as it should not indicate a lack of functionality, but simply that it is a bit of a jerry-

rigged endeavor. 
20 I believe this scaling issue arose due to El’s lack of filler text, as in this and other El lemma graphs where the 

scaling issue arose, there were no Rolling Windows data points where zero instances of the and lemma were 

recorded in the text. This contrasts with the graphs that included filler text, as those thus had sections where zero 

instances of the lemma occurred. By searching for and in addition to the lemma, El was then searched for a variable 

that had zero occurrences in the lemma graph, and thus the scaling aligned with the Cp, Ha4, and Hg graphs. This 

scaling issue could potentially be addressed in a future feature update to Lexos, potentially with a controlled scaling 

option. 
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Figure 7: Hg zz ‘and’ lemma 1k-word view 

Considering that the first premise of Stubbs’ shared exemplar theory is that Cp, El, Ha4, 

and Hg would all be similar, the consistency of these four graphs—recognizing the sections with 

zz’ed filler text—is notable. Ha4 and Hg are incredibly similar. These and lemma graphs indicate 

that a similar source has been used for all four manuscripts, which supports Stubbs’ theory that 

Scribe B and Scribe D used the same exemplar booklets to copy Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg (Stubbs 

2007, 143). 

Full Texts and Variants 

 The following graphs are of the and variants of Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. The chosen variants 

were <and> and <&>. 

 
Figure 8: Cp zz ‘and’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 9: El ‘and’ variants 1k-word view 
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Figure 10: Ha4 zz ‘and’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 11: Hg zz ‘and’ variants 1k-word view 

The and variant graphs demonstrate clear distinguishing orthographic features between 

the manuscripts, which indicate signs of scribal autonomy in choosing the abbreviated <&> 

variant for spacing purposes on the folio page of an individual manuscript. This page spacing-

related scribal autonomy is especially indicated by the spike, or at least rise, in the use of the 

<&> variant in the two prose sections of the Canterbury Tales—Melibee and the Parson’s Tale, 

seen most clearly in Hg’s graph as the tale sections where the <and> and <&> variants go into a 

heavy overlap. The sudden prevalence shift in <and> vs <&> in El at the end of both Melibee 

and the Parson’s Tale indicate such a scribal dilemma—a classic example of a professional 

scribe trying to either cram as much text onto a page or spread out material to fill a page that 

would otherwise end up half-full. The isolation of this phenomenon to the prose tales is 

unsurprising, as poetic lines, which is the format for the rest of the text in the Canterbury Tales, 

rarely come close to the right margin of a folio page, meaning there is little incentive for the 

scribe to abbreviate or expand a word to right-justify the text. 

Beyond the above observation, what’s prevalent throughout all the manuscripts is the 

heavy preference for the <and> variant—except for the prose tales in Hg. This discrepancy 

points potentially to Hg as a rougher—though certainly not low quality (de Hamel 2017, 435–
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36)—compilation compared to the consistency of Cp, El, and Ha4. De Hamel, whose booklet 

division theory of Hg I will investigate later, has done codicological and paleographical research 

on the physical Hg manuscript and determined that it’s likely Hg was a collection of separate, 

passed-around booklets later collected and bound into one anthology volume. The rougher 

compilation nature of the heavy use of <&> in Melibee and the Parson’s Tale, both prose format, 

in Hg supports de Hamel’s theory that Hg was used essentially as a scribal fair copy, lent to other 

scribes as a five-booklet exemplar (de Hamel 2017, 453). It is simply a less formal commission, 

and thus fits with the concept of de Hamel’s exemplar-booklet theory, as that would also be a 

less formal compilation edition. 

Full Texts th Character String Lemma 

In Middle English, there were two ways for a scribe to indicate a voice or unvoiced 

dental fricative (IPA þ and ð) the sound indicated in modern English by the diagraph <th>. By 

Chaucer’s era, the letter <ð> had fallen out of common written use, leaving <þ> and <th> as the 

two operating orthographic variants in Middle English for what’s now solely the <th> diagraph 

today21. The following graphs are of the lemma of the <th> character strings of Cp, El, Ha4, and 

Hg. The th character string variants lemmatized were <th> and <þ>. El was searched for the <th> 

string in addition to the <ת> (Hebrew letter Tav) lemma character string to fix its scaling. 

 
Figure 12: Cp zz ‘th’ string lemma 1k-word view 

 
21 Indeed, no instance of <ð> appeared in any of the manuscripts examined in this thesis. 
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Figure 13: El ‘th’ string lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 14: Ha4 zz ‘th’ string lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 15: Hg zz ‘th’ string lemma 1k-word view 

Because <th> and <þ> are equivalent in Middle English—in contrast to Old Norse, where 

<þ> is used only initially and <ð> medially and terminally—<th> and <þ> are completely 

interchangeable, so their use is entirely a matter of scribal preference. Here, the lemmatized th 

string graphs all demonstrate incredibly consistent patterns between the four manuscripts. With 

El’s scale fix applied and the filler text sections considered, these th string lemma graphs are 

perhaps the strongest evidence that these four texts were copied from extremely similar source 

exemplars, if not the same exemplar. There are simply no major deviations present. Given the 

plentiful usage of <th> and <þ> character strings in these texts, this th string lemma test is a 

strong dataset for emphasizing the source consistency of the four texts. 

Full Texts th Character String Variants 

The following graphs are of the th character string variants present in Cp, El, Ha4, and 

Hg. The chosen variants were <th> and <þ>. 
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Figure 16: Cp zz ‘th’ string variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 17: El ‘th’ string variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 18: Ha4 zz ‘th’ string variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 19: Hg zz ‘th’ string variants 1k-word view 

Continuing previous themes, the manuscripts split into their clear El and Hg vs Cp and 

Ha4 subgroups. Within these subgroups, Hg again shows the most distinct deviation from El than 

Ha4 does with Cp. Hg’s deviation is, again, primarily in the prose text sections of Melibee and 

the Parson’s Tale. There is a distinct rise in the instance of <þ> use over <th> in these sections of 

Hg, while El remains overall consistent save for its minor rises of <þ> at the end of the Melibee 

and Parson’s Tale prose sections. Again, this reinforces the idea of Hg as an earlier, individual 

draft manuscript—one that is a little rougher than the later El created by the same scribe—and 
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seemingly lends credence to the codicological findings of de Hamel that reflect the possibility of 

Hg being used as a scribal fair copy for some period (de Hamel 2017, 444). 

Cp and Ha4, conversely, are more consistent in their use of a dominant <þ> over <th> 

overall. However, there do seem to be small rises in <th> use in Melibee and the Parson’s Tale in 

both manuscripts, as well as the Knight’s Tale in Ha4. For Melibee and the Parson’s Tale, which 

are written in prose line format, this pattern could be ascribed to spacing adjustments. The 

Knight’s Tale is written in poetic lines, where such spacing adjustments are less necessary; 

however, the Knight’s Tale was also completed before Chaucer began the Canterbury Tales 

(Chaucer 1987, 6). As a prewritten, more revision-stable tale, the rise in <th> in Ha4’s Knight’s 

Tale in comparison to the other tales in Ha4 suggests that the original exemplar Scribe D used to 

copy the Knight’s Tale in Ha4 contained mixed use of <th> and <þ>, potentially with increased 

instances of <th> at the beginning and end of the tale.  

Full Texts that Lemma 

The following graphs are of the that lemma for Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. To correct scaling, 

El was searched for <that> in addition to the <thчч> lemma. 

 
Figure 20: Cp zz ‘that’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 21: El ‘that’ lemma 1k-word view 
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Figure 22: Ha4 zz ‘that’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 23: Hg zz ‘that’ lemma 1k-word view 

The continued consistency between the lemma graphs of these four texts strongly 

suggests that they were copied from the same source, as editing changes and accumulating 

human errors over numerous manual recopying cycles would create visible changes in the 

orthographic features of the lemma graphs for each text. Tales recognized as prewritten or 

previously translated by Chaucer that Chaucer later added to the Canterbury Tales anthology—

specifically the Knight’s Tale, Melibee, and the Parson’s Tale (Chaucer 1987, 6, 17, 21)—are 

consistent as well, and their contents seem generally stable across Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. There are 

no signs of major independent scribal edits to these manuscripts, which provides additional 

support to Stubbs’ theory that the same source exemplar was used for all four manuscripts. 

Full Texts that Variants 

The following graphs track the that variants of Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. The identified 

variants were <that>, <þt>, and <þat>. 
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Figure 24: Cp zz ‘that’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 25: El ‘that’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 26: Ha4 zz ‘that’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 27: Hg zz ‘that’ variants 1k-word view 

These that variant graphs are intriguing, for while the lemmas of all the manuscripts 

emphasize their collective internal consistency, the variant graphs split the texts into two distinct 

camps—El and Hg vs Cp and Ha4, corresponding to the proposed scribal affiliations accepted by 

scholarly consensus. In all graphs there is a shift to a dominant abbreviated that variant during 

the prose section of Melibee and the Parson’s Tale22—excepting El, who only experiences this 

change to a dominant abbreviated that variant towards the end of each tale, respectively. Once 

 
22 To find these tales, please refer to the Hg that variants graph above—the shift is especially clear, and the tale 

sections are large on the graph. They are the tale sections occurring at the 120k and 160k x-axis marks. 
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again, two distinct manuscript groups emerge—El and Hg vs Cp and Ha4, corresponding to 

dominant <that> and <þt> variants vs dominant <þat> and <that> variants, respectively. 

As previously explored, there is a major recurring theme in the deviations between El and 

Hg where Hg dramatically favors an abbreviated variant during the prose tales of the Parson and 

Melibee, while El only temporarily switches to a dominant abbreviated variant at the end of both 

tale sections. On the scribal production side, scribes make their spacing-predictive assessments 

and adjust accordingly to prevent unsightly—and even expensive—wasting of partially filled or 

excess folios, or the expense of requiring the addition of additional folios to accommodate excess 

text (de Hamel 2018, 33, 35). These differences reflect that El was more carefully edited than 

Hg, with a likely contributing factor being that, as El is considered a later manuscript than Hg, 

Scribe B would have had a more complete or stable idea of the Canterbury Tales source 

materials while copying El than he did when copying Hg, allowing him to dedicate more 

attention to editing. 

Ha4’s graph is intriguing for its rise in <þt> during Melibee and particularly the Parson’s 

Tale. This may yet again be an instance of scribal spacing adjustment—<þt> is an abbreviation 

over its dominant <þat>, after all. However, the greatest spike in Ha4’s use of <þt> is at the 

beginning of the Parson’s Tale, not the end, which is where a spacing adjustment would me more 

expected, as demonstrated in El. Taking Ha4’s <þt> peak’s location into consideration, it is 

possible that the rise in <þt> reflects a prevalence of <þt> in the original exemplar used for these 

manuscripts; however, a more plausible theory is that Scribe D was reaching the end of a quire 

and needed to adjust his text spacing to fit within his remaining folio pages. The former theory 

would be stronger with additional context from the contents of the Cp manuscript, but while Cp 

does show a small occurrence popup of <þt> at the beginning of the Parson’s Tale, right before 
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the point where Ha4 rises into its peak use of <þt>, it is at that point Cp cuts off into filler text, 

where there is not enough data available for a full comparison to Ha4. 

Full Texts the Lemma 

The following graphs depict the the lemma of Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. The lemmatized 

variants were <the> and <þe>. To fix scaling, El was searched for <the> in addition to the <תe> 

lemma. 

 
Figure 28: Cp zz ‘the’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 29: El ‘the’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 30: Ha4 zz ‘the’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 31: Hg zz ‘the’ lemma 1k-word view 

The the lemma graphs of Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg continue to reinforce a cohesive similarity. 

Without becoming too repetitive, after considering the filler text portions of Cp, Ha4, and Hg, the 
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theory that these four manuscripts relied on the same source exemplar is supported by the lack of 

significant deviation between the texts demonstrated in these lemmatized graphs. All four 

manuscripts have had consistent orthographical features with one another across several lemma 

graphs. If these manuscripts came from separate exemplars, it is hard to see how the same 

orthographical features would arise in all subsequent manuscripts, as errors from an exemplar 

would only be propagated in its descendants.  

Full Texts the Variants 

The following graphs are of the the variants present in Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. The variants 

chosen were <the> and <þe>. 

 
Figure 32: Cp zz ‘the’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 33: El ‘the’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 34: Ha4 zz ‘the’ variants 1k-word view 
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Figure 35: Hg zz ‘the’ variants 1k-word view 

 

The reinforcement of the El and Hg vs Cp and Ha4 subgroups is again quite evident in 

these <the> variant graphs, but is not the most intriguing aspect of this data. Both El and Hg are 

extremely consistent in their near-exclusive use of <the> over <þe>, with one exception in El 

and two in Hg. Perhaps unsurprisingly, they all occur in either Melibee or the Parson’s Tale. El’s 

single use of <þe> occurs in the Parson’s Tale between the 160k and 180k x-axis marks. Given 

that the Parson’s Tale is written in prose form, which is technically much harder for the scribes 

to manually space cleanly and effectively without wasting expensive materials or resorting to 

unsightly word crowding, my findings suggest that this instance of <þe> in El is almost certainly 

a scribal prose form text spacing decision, as the consistent use of <the> in the rest of the 

manuscript is so precise. Similarly, Hg has a small rise in <þe> at the beginning of Melibee and 

right after the 160k mark in the Parson’s Tale. Given the increased technical difficulty involved 

in producing prose form text and the fact that these exceptions are not recurring in the same parts 

of the tales, Hg’s instances of the <þe> variant suggest attributing them to independent scribal 

word and line spacing concerns. 

Indeed, the standout preciseness of El and Hg in using <the> through even the prose 

sections implies that the original exemplar likely used <the> over <þe>. This theory is further 

supported by the contrasting, more-mixed use of <the> and <þe> in Cp and Ha4. In particular, 

the concurrent spike in the use of <the> in the same section of the Knight’s Tale in both Cp and 
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Ha4 demonstrates a notable consistency over a distinct orthographic feature that suggests said 

feature originated at the exemplar level, rather than the editorial decisions of Scribe D. 

Full Texts thou Lemma 

The following graphs are of the thou lemma for Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. El did not require a 

scaling fix. The lemmatized variants were <thow>, <thou>, <þow>, <þou>, and <þu>. 

 
Figure 36: Cp zz ‘thou’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 37: El ‘thou’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 38: Ha4 zz ‘thou’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 39: Hg zz ‘thou’ lemma 1k-word view 

Once again, the overall consistency between all four manuscripts reinforces the idea that 

they originated from the same source exemplar. Of note is the identicality of the pattern of the 

Parson’s Tale in both El and Ha4—the very last tale section in all the graphs. The similarities 
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between their entire graphs are extremely precise and reinforce that the same source exemplar 

was used. Slight anomalies were observed between the manuscripts at the 80k x-axis mark; 

however, after reexamining the <zz> filler text reference graphs of Cp, Ha4, and Hg, these 

anomalies corresponded to areas of the texts containing filler text. 

Full Texts thou Variants 

The following graphs are of the thou variants for Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. The variants 

chosen were <thow>, <thou>, <þow>, <þou>, and <þu>. 

 
Figure 40: Cp zz ‘thou’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 41: El ‘thou’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 42: Ha4 zz ‘thou’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 43: Hg ‘thou’ variants 1k-word view 
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Hg is an outlier with a highly dominant <thow> variant throughout, with a shift into 

higher mixed-use of <thou> with <thow> for the Miller and Reeve’s Tales.23 The placement of 

this shift is significant, as the Miller and Reeve’s Tales were part of a tale subgrouping of the 

Miller-Cook’s Tales in the latter half of Fragment I (Group A), which were undergoing an 

extremely late-stage authorial revision and creation process that was cut short by Chaucer’s 

death in October 1400. Blank folio space at the end of Hg’s cut-short Cook’s Tale—“Of this 

Cokes tale maked Chaucer na moore” (Stubbs et al. 2013a, fol. 57v)—reflects the unexpected 

cessation of incoming material from Chaucer by Scribe B, and indicates the latter half of 

Fragment I, which includes the Miller-Cook’s Tales, had received late-stage authorial attention 

(de Hamel 2017, 438, 442). The dominance of <thow> in Hg’s first two tales of Fragment I, the 

General Prologue and Knight’s Tale, contrasts with the high mixed-use of <thou> and <thow> in 

Hg’s Miller and Reeve’s Tales24. As <thou> became the dominant variant in Scribe B’s later El 

manuscript, Hg’s shift to high mixed used of <thou> and <thow> in the Miller and Reeve’s Tales 

could be an orthographic indicator of time lapse between Scribe B’s transcription of earlier parts 

of the Hg manuscript, and mark the Miller and Reeve’s Tales as two of the last sections to arrive 

in Scribe B’s possession during Hg’s creation. 

With El, Scribe B switched to a dominant <thou> over <thow> variant except for the 

very end of the Parson’s Tale, where <thow> is suddenly dominant. The Knight’s Tale in El also 

contains a higher rate of mixed-use <thow> and <thou> than Hg; an interesting orthographic 

feature, given that El is more closely edited and generally more orthographically consistent than 

Hg. El and Hg are near-universally attributed to Scribe B, so the mixed use of <thow> and 

 
23 The Miller’s and Reeve’s Tales occur just after the Knight’s Tale, which is the larger tale section occurring over 

the 2k x-axis mark. 
24 Hg’s Cook’s Tale is too short for effective visual comparison. 
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<thou> in El’s Knight’s Tale is not likely due to a change in scribe. Additionally, the visual 

consistency between the patterns of the Knight’s Tale in the thou lemma graphs of El (Figure 37) 

and Hg (Figure 39) does not indicate that the Knight’s Tales of El and Hg were copied from 

different exemplars. Professional scribes were capable of using specific spelling variants over 

others, copying the spelling as it appeared in the exemplar, or converting the exemplar text to 

their personal preferred spelling style. Scribe B’s general consistent use of <thow> throughout 

Hg, the incidental uses of non-dominant <thou> in multiple tales of Hg, the general consistent 

use of <thou> in El outside of the Knight’s Tale and the end of the Parson’s Tale, and that the 

incidental uses of non-dominant <thow> in multiple El tales besides the Knight’s Tale and the 

end of the Parson’s Tale do not occur in the same locations as Hg’s incidental non-dominant thou 

variant uses, indicate that Scribe B’s incidental uses of non-dominant thou variants are likely due 

to independent human errors in both manuscripts. With these factors established, Scribe B’s 

mixed use of <thou> and <thow> in El’s Knight’s Tale may reflect mixed thou variant use that 

was present in the source exemplar. Although there is no way to conclusively establish why the 

Knight’s Tale in El is the only tale to consistently use both <thou> and <thow>, I find it more 

likely that the tale was copied before a decision was made to adhere to a consistent thou variant 

than the idea that Scribe B anomalously made continued mistakes in copying El’s Knight’s Tale 

from an orthographically consistent exemplar source.  

Cp and Ha4 demonstrate consistent <þou> dominance, with incidental <þow> use in both 

Cp and Ha4. Ha4’s rise in incidental <þow> use at the very end of the Parson’s Tale occurs at the 

same place as El’s sudden change to using <thow> as the dominant variant over <thou>. These 

parallel changes in Ha4 and El are additional evidence that <thow> was potentially the original 

dominant variant of the shared exemplar used in these manuscripts. This theory is further 
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supported by the incidental but repeated use of <thou> and <thow> in both the Cp and Ha4 

manuscripts, despite the heavy dominance of initial <þ>-using variants by Scribe D. 

 

Full Texts with Lemma 

The following graphs are of the with lemma for Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. To fix scaling, El 

was searched for <with> in addition to the <wiчч> lemma. The variants lemmatized were <w>, 

<wt>, <with>, <witħ>, and <wiþ>. 

 
Figure 44: Cp zz ‘with’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 45: El ‘with’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 46: Ha4 zz ‘with’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 47: Hg zz ‘with’ lemma 1k-word view 
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There is a high visual consistency between all four manuscripts overall, reinforcing the 

likelihood of these manuscripts utilizing similar, if not the same exemplar sources. What exists 

of Hg’s Parson’s Tale is consistent with El’s Parson’s Tale, though El’s Parson’s Tale seems to 

have some scaling differences from the Parson’s Tale of Ha4. The surviving early section of Cp’s 

Parson’s Tale, small as it is, seems to match with Ha4. The discrepancies between the El-Hg and 

Cp-Ha4 could be ascribed to Scribe D utilizing an alternate exemplar revision than Scribe B: 

Stubbs indicates numerous codicological irregularities in the Cp manuscript that “suggest an 

earlier collection of tales produced by Scribe B … undergoing a radical revision at more or less 

the same time that Scribe B … was making independent copies of Chaucer’s tales for Hg” 

(Stubbs 2007, 143), identifies the Parson’s Prologue and Tale as sections undergoing revisions 

during the copying of Cp (Stubbs 2007, 146), and suggests smaller sections of Ha4 contain 

earlier versions of tales also present in Cp (Stubbs 2007, 147).  

Full Texts with Variants 

The following graphs are of the with variants for Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg. The variables 

identified were <w>, <wt>, <with>, <witħ>, and <wiþ>. 

 
Figure 48: Cp zz ‘with’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 49: El ‘with’ variants 1k-word view 
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Figure 50: Ha4 zz ‘with’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 51: Hg zz ‘with’ variants 1k-word view 

Like the other variants sections, the with variants here separate into two major groups—

El and Hg vs Cp and Ha4. The clearest signal of this grouping is that the <wiþ> variant is 

exclusively used by Cp and Ha4 and is indeed one of the most—if not the—dominant with 

variants in both. Curiously, the second half of the Knight’s Tale25 in both Cp and Ha4 has a 

distinct variant divergence, with Cp and Ha4 having a matching peak shift to a dominant <wiþ> 

variant from a dominant <with> variant at the halfway point of the Knight’s Tale. Just after this 

midline, Cp reverses into a peak use of the dominant <with> variant, in line with both El and Hg, 

while Ha4 continues in a highly mixed use but ultimately <wiþ> dominant spike right at the end 

of the Knight’s Tale. Indeed, in Ha4, <with> and <wiþ> are consistently heavily mixed use, and 

consistently alternate dominance throughout all poem and prose tale sections of the manuscript. 

El is the only other manuscript with an almost similar consistency of mixed use, but not nearly as 

heavily as in Ha4. There is certainly a tendency visible in El of willingness to abbreviate with 

over other previously examined variants like thou, the, or and. The abbreviation rate of with 

seems to match more closely with the abbreviation rate of El’s that variants. It could be this 

 
25 The Knight’s Tale is the second tale from the left. 
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identifies with as a professionally acceptable first line abbreviation go-to. The high mixed-use of 

with in Ha4 also suggests potentially that with was a go-to abbreviation candidate. 

However, the high use of <with> in all manuscripts, particularly El, Ha4, and Hg, with Cp 

also showing heavier mixed-use in the General Prologue through the beginning of the Wife of 

Bath’s Prologue, potentially indicates a predilection for <with> that could either correspond to a 

general orthographic trend that led to <with> eventually becoming the standard spelling in 

modern English, but also may reflect that <with> was the preferred variant in the exemplar used. 

  

Full Text Comparisons Summary 

The repeated inter-manuscript cohesion in the lemmatized Rolling Windows graphs of 

Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg provides strong wide-lens textual evidence that a very similar, if not the 

same, exemplar was used to create all four manuscripts. The Rolling Windows data also suggests 

certain orthographic variants—<the>, <thow>, and <with>—may have been prominent variants 

in the lost exemplar used to copy these manuscripts. Overall, these findings reinforced the theory 

of the Canterbury Tales as an anthology-in-progress. Tale content was consistent across 

lemmatized Rolling Windows graphs of all four manuscripts, while graphs of orthographic 

variants demonstrated a good deal of scribal orthographic freedom, indicating a lack of 

attachment to preserving the orthographic purity of Chaucer’s original holographs. Even so, the 

consistency of the lemmatized Rolling Windows graphs demonstrates that these orthographical 

variations did not correspond to indications of extensive scribal text revision or tale changes 

between the earlier Hg and Cp manuscripts and their younger El and Ha4 counterparts. Many of 

the minor variations between the manuscripts are likely attributable to the use of different 

revision editions of the same exemplar booklets, as such booklets were exchanged between 
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scribal colleagues working on separate sections of the same manuscript, with multiple revision 

editions often in ongoing circulation. 
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De Hamel Comparisons 

Hg de Hamel Tale Order and Booklet Reference 

The Hg tale order used in these graphs is the presumed intended order, corrected 

according to the numerical ordering of Christopher de Hamel’s identified Hg booklets, as Hg’s 

original late medieval binding was “obviously out of order,” with de Hamel himself theorizing 

that the five booklets of Hg were lent out as a exemplars to other scribes, eventually returned to 

the possession of Scribe B, and “perhaps after [Scribe B’s] death they were bound up for the first 

time in the random order of the components stacked up at that moment” (de Hamel 2017, 444). 

The order of the tale marker sections the graphs is as follows: 

1. General Prologue (Booklet 1 Start) 

2. Knight’s Tale 

3. Miller’s Prologue 

4. Miller’s Tale 

5. Reeve’s Prologue 

6. Reeve’s Tale 

7. Cook’s Prologue 

8. Cook’s Tale (Booklet 1 End) 

9. Wife of Bath’s Prologue (Booklet 2 

Start) 

10. Wife of Bath’s Tale 

11. Friar’s Prologue 

12. Friar’s Tale 

13. Summoner’s Prologue 

14. Summoner’s Tale (Booklet 2 End) 

15. Man of Law’s Introduction 

(Booklet 3 Start) 

16. Man of Law’s Tale 

17. Squire’s Tale 

18. Merchant’s Tale 

19. Words of the Host to the Franklin 

20. Franklin’s Tale 

21. Second Nun’s Tale 

22. Clerk’s Prologue and Tale 

23. Lenvoye de Chaucer 

24. Physician’s Tale 

25. Words of the Host to the Physician 

and Pardoner 

26. Pardoner’s Prologue and Tale 

27. Shipman’s Tale 

28. Host’s Transition from Shipman to 

Prioress 

29. Prioress’ Prologue and Tale 

30. Hosts Transition to Thopas 

31. Tale of Sir Thopas 

32. Host’s Plea to Stop Thopas 

33. Tale of Melibee (Booklet 3 End) 

34. Monk’s Prologue (Booklet 4 Start) 

35. Monk’s Tale 

36. Nun’s Priest’s Prologue 

37. Nun’s Priest’s Tale 

38. Manciple’s Prologue 

39. Manciple’s Tale (Booklet 4 End) 

40. Parson’s Prologue (Booklet 5 

Start) 

41. Parson’s Tale (Booklet 5 End) 

 

 

The five booklets proposed by de Hamel (de Hamel 2017, 438) and their correspondence 

to the tale sections listed above are as follows: 
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Booklet Quire and Folio Ranges Corresponding Tale Sections 

Booklet 1 Quires i-viii; folios 2-57 General Prologue-Cook’s Tale (List 1-8) 

Booklet 2 Quires ix-xii; folios 58-87 Wife of Bath’s Prologue-Summoner’s Tale (List 9-14) 

Booklet 3 Quires xiii-xv; folios 88-111 Man of Law’s Intro-Melibee (List 15-33) 

Booklet 4 Quires xvi-xxix; folios 112-234 Monk’s Prologue-Manciple’s Tale (List 34-39) 

Booklet 5 Quires xxx-xxxi; folios 235-250 Parson’s Prologue-Parson’s Tale (List 40-41) 

Table 7: De Hamel Proposed Hg Booklets Reference 

 

De Hamel Rolling Windows Milestone Legend 

Vertical Line Color Milestone Marker Boundaries Identified 

Green <qqq> Tale boundaries, including prologues, 

introductions, etc. 

Orange <מ> (Hebrew letter 

‘Mem’) 

Booklet boundaries proposed by de Hamel 

Table 8: De Hamel Rolling Windows Milestone Legend 

 

Hg de Hamel Analysis Introduction 

The purpose of this Hg-exclusive analysis series is to investigate whether de Hamel’s 

identification of Hg’s booklet divisions is corroborated by wide-lens textual evidence within the 

Hg manuscript, and whether such wide-lens textual evidence provides insight into the authorial 

revision process of Chaucer’s earliest extant Canterbury Tales manuscript. The following graphs 

of Hg have been arranged in de Hamel’s corrected Hg tale order and do not contain any <zz> 

filler text. 

Hg de Hamel and Lemma and Variants 

The following graphs depict the and lemma and variants of the Hg manuscript, arranged 

in de Hamel’s corrected tale order. The variants lemmatized and chosen were <and> and <&>. 
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Figure 52: Hg de Hamel ‘and’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 53: Hg de Hamel ‘and’ variants 1k-word view 

Looking at Figure 52 and Figure 53, there is the clear visual drop that occurs between the 

division of Booklet 1 and Booklet 2, at the boundary designated by the first orange line on both 

graphs. However, there is not a similarly obvious change in pattern at the boundary between 

Booklet 2 and Booklet 3. Indeed, Booklet 3, pattern-wise, looks like it should be split in two—

the tale marker just after the 80k mark, the boundary of Franklin’s Tale and the Second Nun’s 

Tale, shows on both graphs a stark pattern differentiation and the beginning of a separate, higher 

plateau pattern that continues until Hg reaches Melibee, the tale occurring over the 120k mark. 

The placement of this distinctive orthographic feature at the boundary of the Franklin’s Tale and 

the Second Nun’s Tale provides strong evidence for the suspected, but not-yet definitively 

proven theory from Stubbs that Chaucer’s authorial revision process extended up to the end of 

the Franklin’s Tale, but no further (Stubbs 2007, 152). Stubbs’ reasoning draws upon the 

codicological examination of the Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4 manuscripts, all of which experience 

irregularities in their codicology after the Franklin’s Tale that suggest the end of authorial 

revision. 
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Hg de Hamel th Character String Lemma and Variants 

The following graphs depict the th character string lemma and variants of the Hg 

manuscript, arranged in de Hamel’s corrected tale order. The character string variants 

lemmatized and chosen were <þ> and <th>. 

 
Figure 54: Hg de Hamel 'th' string lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 55: Hg de Hamel ‘th’ string variants 1k-word view 

The data presented in these two graphs demonstrate distinctive instances of orthographic 

cohesion and breaks in orthographic cohesion within and at the boundaries of the Booklet 

divisions of Hg. Within Booklet 1, there is a clear split between the pattern of the General 

Prologue,26 the Knight’s Tale,27 and a very cohesive subsection of the Miller-Cook’s Tales, 

which takes Hg to the end of Booklet 1. The Knight’s Tale is recognized as a prewritten work 

that Chaucer decided to add to the Tales, explaining its visual discrepancy, while the General 

Prologue’s unique visual pattern suggests it was written separately from its neighboring tale. The 

consistency present in the Miller-Cook’s Tales, however, suggests that this series of tales at the 

end of Fragment I were likely written together, or had undergone authorial revision that 

increased their orthographic cohesion. 

 
26 The General Prologue is the first tale from the left. 
27 The Knight’s Tale is the second tale from the left. 
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Booklet 3 of these graphs indicates a sudden break in orthographic cohesion in the tale 

just after the 80k x-axis mark, corresponding to the boundary between the Franklin and Second 

Nun’s Tales. The recurrence of this specific orthographic feature supports the theory of an 

authorial revision process that ended abruptly at this juncture, as the visual anomaly is a 

consistent finding in both graphs. 

Hg de Hamel the Lemma and Variants 

The following graphs depict the the lemma and variants of the Hg manuscript, arranged 

in de Hamel’s corrected tale order. The variants lemmatized and chosen were <the> and <þe>. 

 
Figure 56: Hg de Hamel 'the' lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 57: Hg de Hamel 'the' variants 1k-word view 

This graph series supports previous observations of the cohesion of the Miller-Cook’s 

Tale subgroup of Fragment I, and the sharp visual demarcation between the end of Booklet 1 and 

the start of Booklet 2. However, this series also highlights the lack of cohesion within Booklets 2 

and 3. The first tale of Booklet 2, the Wife of Bath’s Prologue, is visually quite lower than the 

following tales, which are largely visually stable before the boundary between Booklet 2 and 

Booklet 3. Booklet 3 contains the Tale of Melibee, occurring at the 120k x-axis mark as a clear 

visual outlier, which likely reflects its history as a text that was translated by Chaucer prior to the 

compilation of the Canterbury Tales (Chaucer 1987, 17). 
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Hg de Hamel with Lemma and Variants 

The following graphs depict the with lemma and variants of the Hg manuscript, arranged 

in de Hamel’s corrected tale order. The variants lemmatized and chosen were <w>, <wt>, 

<with>, <witħ>, and <wiþ>. 

 
Figure 58: Hg de Hamel 'with' lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 59: Hg de Hamel 'with' variants 1k-word view 

Hg-El de Hamel Comparisons Introduction 

The following graphs compare the Hg and El manuscripts to investigate whether my 

previous Hg-exclusive findings using de Hamel’s proposed booklet divisions and intended Hg 

order are replicated in El. To accomplish this comparison, El was placed into de Hamel’s 

corrected Hg tale order, appropriate booklet markers were added, and all tales and tale 

connecting passages that do not appear in Hg were removed. Filler <zz> text was added to Hg 

for lines 478-1019 of the Parson’s Tale to aid visual comparison of the graphs. 

Hg-El de Hamel and Lemma and Variants 

The following graphs depict the and lemma and variants in Hg and El, arranged in de 

Hamel’s corrected Hg tale order. The variants lemmatized and chosen were <and> and <&>. 
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Figure 60: Hg zz de Hamel ‘and’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 61: El de Hamel ‘and’ lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 62: Hg zz de Hamel ‘and’ variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 63: El de Hamel ‘and’ variants 1k-word view 

An immediate observation of the Hg and El and lemma graphs is that the two are 

essentially identical, save for Hg’s missing section of the Parson’s Tale. As Middle English 

spelling was not standardized, and professional scribes would adjust word spellings as they 

copied from an exemplar as needed or requested, lemma comparisons are useful for 

demonstrating the source-level consistency between Hg and El. Again, the high similarity of the 

and lemmas of Hg and El suggests these manuscripts were copied from extremely similar, if not 

the same, source exemplars without extensive revisions that would appear as distinct 

orthographic features in the Rolling Windows graphs. 
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Hg-El de Hamel with Lemma and Variants 

The following graphs depict the with lemma and variants in the Hg and El manuscripts, 

arranged in de Hamel’s corrected Hg tale order. The lemmatized and chosen variants were <w>, 

<wt>, <with>, <witħ>, and <wiþ>. 

 
Figure 64: Hg zz de Hamel 'with' lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 65: El de Hamel 'with' lemma 1k-word view 

 
Figure 66: Hg zz de Hamel 'with' variants 1k-word view 

 
Figure 67: El de Hamel 'with' variants 1k-word view 

The high level of visual cohesion between both the with lemma and variants graphs of Hg 

and El reinforces that scribal edits or exemplar revisions made between Hg and El did not 

involve extensive content revisions, and do not visually stand out in this series of Rolling 

Windows graphs. Additionally, the presence of a sudden change in orthographic pattern in 
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Booklet 3, in the tale section occurring just after the 80k x-axis mark, which corresponds to the 

boundary between the end of the Franklin’s Tale and the beginning of the Second Nun’s Tale, 

demonstrates a high level of consistency within this orthographic feature indicative of an 

authorial or exemplar-level attribution. It is important to note that de Hamel’s proposed booklet 

divisions do not suggest a boundary present at the end of the Franklin’s Tale. The presence of a 

sudden change in orthographic pattern at this boundary does, however, lend credence to Stubbs’ 

reasoning that Chaucer’s authorial revisions ended at the end of the Franklin’s Tale, as evidenced 

in El by codicological irregularities at the same juncture that this change in orthographic pattern 

occurs (Stubbs 2007, 152). 

De Hamel Comparisons Summary 

The repeated clear changes in orthographic pattern at the milestones of de Hamel’s 

proposed Hg booklets supports de Hamel’s identification of Hg’s booklet divisions. Furthermore, 

the recurrence of the same indicative changes in orthographic pattern at these booklet milestones 

in both the Hg and El manuscripts demonstrates that these textual booklet indicators are not 

unique to the Hg manuscript, and that scribal edits made within the Hg booklet groupings 

between Hg and El were not extensive enough to cause visual differentiation in the Hg and El 

Rolling Windows graphs. The observed distinct orthographic features of Hg and El’s Rolling 

Windows graphs are occurring at the authorial, not scribal level. Both the Hg and El graphs 

demonstrated evidence of an incomplete authorial revision within Booklet 3, which resulted in 

parallel distinct orthographic features at the end of the Franklin’s Tale in both manuscripts. Not 

only does this finding support the theory that Chaucer’s authorial revisions extended up to the 

end of the Franklin’s Tale, but the fact that this evidence appears in both the Hg and El 
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manuscripts indicates that Scribe B, or any other member of his production team, did not attempt 

to continue or complete Chaucer’s authorial revision process in El.  

My findings on the cohesiveness of the Miller-Cook’s Tale in Fragment I indicate a 

likelihood that these tales received late-stage authorial attention and revision as a group, and not 

just as individual tales. The cumulative evidence supports de Hamel and Stubbs’s views of the 

Canterbury Tales as an anthology compilation in-progress (de Hamel 2017, 444–45, 449; Stubbs 

2007, 151, 153), and supports the concurring assertion by scholar Charles Owen that Chaucer 

was in the midst of an extensive revision process of the Canterbury Tales and was altering the 

trajectory of the Canterbury Tales at the time of his death (Owen 1958, 476). 
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Wife of Bath’s Prologue Comparisons 

WBP Filler Text Location Reference: 

 

Figure 68: Cp zz WBP Zz Location Reference 500-word view 

 

Figure 69: Gg zz WBP Zz Location Reference 500-word view 

For visual reference, the above graphs of the Cp and Gg WBP excerpts denote where text 

from El WBP was added to both texts in zz’ed, visual filler format to preserve visual cohesion 

and allow for visual comparison between the various manuscripts. As with the full-length texts 

of Hg, El, Cp, and Ha4, Cp and Gg WBP were matched with the El WBP standard to preserve 

cohesion between graphs of both the full-length and WBP excerpt texts. The only zz’ed WBP 

excerpt texts were Cp and Gg WBP, and both will be respectively labeled as Cp zz WBP and Gg 

zz WBP to reflect the filler additions. As the zz’ed text will result in the absence of any variants 

in the raised sections of each graph, visual canyons in these respective areas of Cp and Gg WBP 

orthographic variant and lemma graphs are expected and indicate the presence of zz’ed filler 

text. 
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WBP and Lemma 

The following graphs are of the and lemma for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants lemmatized were <and> and 

<&>. 

 
Figure 70: Cp zz WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 71: Dd WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 72: El WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 73: Gg zz WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 74: Ha4 WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 75: Hg WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 76: La WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 77: Pw WBP ‘and’ lemma 500-word view 

All the and lemmas share similar general features, highlighting that it’s likely early 

Canterbury Tales manuscripts were rather consistent with their exemplars—there are no major 

additions, mid-tale splices, or signs of extensive editing. El WBP, Hg WBP, and Ha4 WBP are 

all incredibly similar, with a slightly rounder “ridge” just after the high spike at the 2000-x-axis 

marker compared to the other manuscripts.  

Cp zz WBP has a distinctive smooth slope—closer to a boxcutter shape—from its apex to 

its lower righthand ridge at that same 2000-x-axis marker spike,28 which are echoed by similar 

patterns at the same juncture in La and Pw WBP. This similarity could indicate that La and Pw 

relied on exemplars for this section that were of a similar revision version to those used in Cp 

WBP.  

 
28 Cp WBP’s obvious anomalous visual canyon between the 1000 and 2000-x-axis marks corresponds to zz’ed filler 

text and does not provide meaningful data. 
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Up to the 1000-x-axis juncture, similar patterns are shared by El, Gg, Hg, La, and Pw 

WBP, while Dd and Ha4 WBP constitute another pattern group. Recalling that the WBP was 

identified as an in-progress tract at the time of Chaucer’s death with multiple revision versions in 

circulation (Stubbs 2007, 151), the similarity of Dd and Ha4 WBP could signal they used a 

similar revision version of the WBP. Cp’s filler text at this juncture limits its comparability to the 

other WBP texts. Continuing observed similarities between El and Dd WBP, the two 

manuscripts are quite similar at the 5x-axis mark of this series, with Gg WBP also sharing a 

similar visual pattern.  

WBP and Variants 

The following graphs are of the and variants for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants identified were <and> and 

<&>. 

 

 

Figure 78: Cp zz WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 

 

Figure 79: Dd WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 
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Figure 80: El WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 81: Gg zz WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 82: Ha4 WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 83: Hg WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 84: La WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 85: Pw WBP ‘and’ variants 500-word view 
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This series of WBP and variants demonstrate the variety of the orthographic variation 

patterns between each manuscript’s WBP. Gg zz WBP and La WBP have the heaviest mixed-use 

of the and variants, while all other manuscripts consistently favor <and> over <&>. Cp zz WBP, 

El WBP, Ha4 WBP, and Hg WBP all have zero-to-negligible uses of the <&> variant, while Dd 

WBP and Pw WBP both show higher rates of the <&> variant, with Pw WBP using <&> more 

consistently.  

Sorting the manuscripts into groups based on similarity, Cp zz WBP, El WBP, Ha4 WBP, 

and Hg WBP reflect a high level of visual cohesion in their graphs and qualify as a group. One 

step removed from this group is the pattern of Dd WBP, which suggests a closer, but still 

extended relationship between the respective source exemplars used by the Dd copyist and those 

used by Scribe B and Scribe D. The graphs of Gg zz WBP and La WBP are quite similar as well, 

with Pw WBP’s pattern appearing as a visual mix between the patterns of La WBP and Hg WBP. 

WBP th Character String Lemma 

The following graphs are of the th character string lemma for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El 

WBP, Gg zz WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The string variants lemmatized 

were <th> and <þ>. 

 
Figure 86: Cp zz WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 87: Dd WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 88: El WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 89: Gg zz WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 90: Ha4 WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 91: Hg WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 92: La WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 93: Pw WBP ‘th’ string lemma 500-word view 

 

Immediate observations continue the theme of lemma graph similarities between La 

WBP and Pw WBP, with the th character string lemma graphs of both being identical, as shown 

in Figure 92 and Figure 93.  

El WBP and Hg WBP are pretty much identical. Cp and Ha4 WBP also match up. The 

hump pattern of Dd WBP from 2k-3k seems to match up more with Cp and Ha4 or La and Pw 

WBP, but the 3.5k to a little after 5k of Dd WBP seems to match up more with El and Hg WBP. 

That ending bump of Dd WBP starting after the 5k mark looks more like La WBP than any other 

Ms. Potentially there was a mixed exemplar use, or could a scribe have been switched in to 

complete a certain section? 

Gg zz WBP is fairly similar to Hg WBP, but its 3k-5k matches more with Ha4 WBP. 

With the context of the theory that Gg’s exemplar was an independent early copy that is no 

longer extant (Robinson 2003, 130), combined with the theory that Hg’s booklets could have 

been loaned out as a scribal fair copy to be used as exemplars for other scribes (de Hamel 2017, 

453), that could be a decent explanation for this instance of WBP split. Indeed, Estelle Stubbs’ 

research indicates that the WBP was “not all copied at the same time” in Corpus, and that the 

WBP’s state in Cp, Hg, El, and Ha4 represented a “tract of text undergoing some sort of authorial 

revision process with loose sheets circulating among chosen copyists” (Stubbs 2007, 151). 

Combining these opinions with my Rolling Windows findings suggests that Gg WBP was 

plausibly an early manuscript that experienced the fallout of the WBP revision process identified 
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by Stubbs, and may have used Hg, or a lost Hg-adjacent exemplar, as one of its exemplar sources 

for the WBP. 

WBP th Character String Variants 

The following graphs are of the th character string variants for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El 

WBP, Gg zz WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The string variants identified 

were <th> and <þ>. 

 
Figure 94: Cp zz WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 95: Dd WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 96: El WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 97: Gg zz WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view 
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Figure 98: Ha4 WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 99: Hg WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 100: La WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view 

 

 
Figure 101: Pw WBP þ vs th strings 500-word view 

 

In this series, the patterns of Pw and La WBP are again extremely similar, suggesting a 

close relationship between these manuscripts. Dd, El, and Hg WBP all share a dominant <th> 

string variant, again reinforcing the potential close relationship between Dd and the El and Hg 

manuscripts. In contrast, Cp, Gg, Ha4, La, and Pw WBP all share a dominant <þ> string variant; 

Cp WBP’s incredibly consistent use of <þ> over <th> indicates close editing of the manuscript 

by Scribe D. 
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However, Gg zz WBP stands out as the only graph with a change in dominant variant, 

with major deviation from the other graphs starting around the 3.5k point, and the shift to a <th> 

dominant variant occurring just after the 4k mark and not switching back until the very end after 

the 6k point. If that orthographic feature occurs in other graphs of Gg WBP, it could indicate a 

potential exemplar booklet division point in the Gg WBP. 

WBP that Lemma 

The following graphs are of the that lemma for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants lemmatized were <that>, <þt>, 

and <þat>. 

 

 
Figure 102: Cp zz WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 103: Dd WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 104: El WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 105: Gg zz WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 106: Ha4 WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 107: Hg WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 108: La WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 109: Pw WBP ‘that’ lemma 500-word view 

 

Beginning at the 4000-x-axis, Dd WBP’s orthographic pattern notably parallels the 

patterns of El WBP and Hg WBP. This similarity between Dd WBP and El and Hg WBP 

reinforces the premise that Dd WBP may have used a mixed-source, or had a source exemplar 
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reminiscent of, but not identical to, the El and Hg manuscripts. This repeated similarity in the 

second half of Dd WBP pattern could signal a booklet division point in Dd WBP, with the 

booklet used to copy the second half of Dd WBP more closely reminiscent of Hg and El WBP. 

El and Hg WBP are very consistent with one another, as is La with Pw WBP. The 

ongoing consistency of La WBP and Pw WBP suggests similar exemplar sources may have been 

used in these manuscripts. Visually, Ha4 is fairly consistent with Hg as well, particularly in its 

latter half, where Ha4 WBP shows more similarity with Hg WBP than it does with the latter half 

of Cp zz WBP. The latter half of Cp zz WBP, beginning around the 3000-x-axis mark, is similar 

to the same latter sections of La and Pw WBP. Gg zz WBP does not appear consistent with the 

other manuscripts.  

WBP that Variants 

The following graphs are of the that variants for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants identified were <that>, <þt>, 

and <þat>. 

 
Figure 110: Cp zz WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 111: Dd WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 
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Figure 112: El WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 113: Gg zz WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 114: Ha4 WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 115: Hg WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 116: La WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 117: Pw WBP ‘that’ variants 500-word view 
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In this graph series, Gg zz WBP is an outlier in both its heavy mixed-use of that variants 

and its generally dominant <þt> variant. Gg zz WBP also exhibits distinctive changes in 

dominant variant from the 4.k to just after the 6000-x-axis mark that matches the location of a 

similar distinctive dominant variant-change orthographic feature present in Figure 97: Gg zz 

WBP ‘th’ string variants 500-word view. The repetition of this distinctive orthographic feature in 

the same location of Gg zz WBP suggests a potential booklet division in an intermediate 

exemplar. Prior to this distinctive orthographic feature, the visual pattern of Gg zz WBP is 

similar to that of Ha4 WBP. 

Cp zz WBP and Ha4 WBP reflect generally similar patterns, as does La WBP with Pw 

WBP. The latter halves of Dd WBP and El WBP, beginning around the 3.5k x-axis area, also 

show similarity; potentially Dd WBP utilized a similar exemplar booklet in this section to that 

used in El WBP. 

WBP the Lemma 

The following graphs are of the the lemma for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants lemmatized were <the> and 

<þe>. 

 
Figure 118: Cp zz WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 119: Dd WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 120: El WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 121: Gg zz WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 122: Ha4 WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 123: Hg WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 124: La WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 125: Pw WBP ‘the’ lemma 500-word view 

In this series of WBP the lemma Rolling Windows graphs, Gg zz WBP appears 

discordant from the other manuscripts in the pattern of its spike after the 2000-x-axis mark. Its 

plateau and rise after the 4000-x-axis mark, while similar to El WBP, is still just visually 

discordant enough to suggest a potential difference in exemplar, a change in booklet, or perhaps 

a reticulated genealogy that at some point descended from or utilized a shared or similar source 

during Gg’s copying. 

La and Pw are quite visually similar, again suggesting a potential close source 

relationship. Both are visually reminiscent of the pair of Cp WBP and Ha4 WBP, who are 

themselves very similar to one another. La and Pw WBP, however, deviate from Cp WBP in the 

rise just after the 3000-x-axis mark. Dd WBP is notably visually similar to both La WBP and Pw 

WBP, though its pattern around the 4000-x-axis mark is closer to El WBP’s plateau pattern at the 

same interval. Dd WBP’s continued similarity with the El WBP and Hg WBP manuscripts 

further suggests a closer hierarchical relationship among the three manuscripts. 

Hg WBP’s pattern—particularly just after the 2000-x-axis mark—is most like El WBP 

and Dd WBP. However, Hg WBP does seem to have a slight visual discordance from the other 

manuscripts in the hill pattern occurring at this juncture. This discordance likely signals an 

exemplar revision update made between Hg WBP and El WBP on the authorial level. The 

discordance of Hg WBP compared to the similarity of Dd and El WBP at this juncture also 

indicates a closer relationship to Dd WBP and El WBP in the timeline of receiving tale updates, 

with the WBP specifically considered “a tract of text undergoing some sort of authorial revision 
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process with loose sheets circulating among chosen copyists” (Stubbs 2007, 151). Thus, it is 

likely Dd WBP used a later, updated copy of the WBP exemplar that was either incredibly 

similar, or possibly the same as the exemplar version used by Scribe B for the bulk of El WBP. 

Given the consensus of Hg as the earliest extant Canterbury Tales witness, and thus 

serving as a representative of an earlier revision series of the Canterbury Tales compared to later 

manuscripts, Hg’s discrepancy combined with a greater similarity of Dd WBP and El WBP at 

this juncture suggests that Dd and El may have used a similar source for this section that was not 

the same reference as in Hg. A point in favor of this theory is that Scribe B, in El WBP, used 

what Stubbs described as an “inferior exemplar for the opening of the prologue,” switching to a 

“better copy” at “around line 387” (Stubbs 2007, 151). 

WBP the Variants 

The following graphs are of the the variants for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants identified were <the> and 

<þe>. 

 
Figure 126: Cp zz WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 127: Dd WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view 
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Figure 128: El WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view] 

 
Figure 129: Gg zz WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 130: Ha4 WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 131: Hg WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 132: La WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 133: Pw WBP ‘the’ variants 500-word view 
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Of note in this series is how Dd WBP heavily favors the <the> variant alongside the duo 

of Hg WBP and El WBP, and the ongoing similarity between the graphs of Dd WBP and El 

WBP. Both observations suggest a closer relationship between these manuscripts than is 

generally acknowledged. 

Gg zz WBP follows a similar high <þe>, low <the> variant pattern as Cp zz WBP, Ha4 

WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. This observation suggests investigating if codicological or 

paleographical analysis of the manuscripts could provide additional insight toward a potentially 

closer relationship between these manuscripts, or if there is simply a shared stylistic approach 

between these works. Even so, Gg zz WBP also stands out after the 4000-x-axis mark as the only 

WBP text to have a switching dominant variant—alternating from its dominant <þe> variant 

prior to the 4000-x-axis mark to a dominant <the> variant from the 5000-x-axis mark to just 

before the 6000-x-axis mark, only to switch back to a dominant <þe> variant from the 6000-x-

axis mark to the end of the WBP text. All other WBP manuscripts were consistent with having 

their dominant variants continuously curve upwards after the 4000-x-axis mark. A potential 

theory for this orthographic feature in Gg WBP is a scribe change—if working in a publishing 

house with a team, as was the prevalent production manner of early 15th century English 

manuscripts (de Hamel 2018, 19), could a scribe have had a colleague switch in for a section of 

the tale? However, another highly plausible theory is that Gg zz WBP experienced a change in 

exemplar source—perhaps a revised edition of the same exemplar came into the scribe’s 

possession, or a booklet from an alternate exemplar altogether.  
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WBP thou Lemma 

The following graphs are of the thou lemma for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants lemmatized were <thow>, 

<thou>, <þow>, <þou>, and <þu>. 

 
Figure 134: Cp zz WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 

 

Figure 135: Dd WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 136: El WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 137: Gg zz WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 138: Ha4 WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 139: Hg WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 140: La WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 141: Pw WBP ‘thou’ lemma 500-word view 

In this series, all the WBP thou lemma graphs are generally similar—that Cp is missing 

the small plateau before the larger peak occurring during the 2000 x-axis mark coincides with its 

filler text, and is thus insignificant. However, the major difference in the manuscripts seems to 

occur after the 3000-x-axis mark once the major peak at the 2000-x-axis mark has finished. Cp 

zz WBP, El WBP, Ha4 WBP, and Hg WBP all have consistent drops to zero instances of thou 

lemma occurrences between the 3000 and 6000 x-axis marks, with the Dd WBP, Gg zz WBP, La 

WBP, and Pw WBP manuscripts all containing varying instances of higher occurrences of thou 

lemma in these windows. 
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Continuing the analysis of the Dd WBP, Gg zz WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP subgroup, 

Gg zz WBP is by far the most anomalous to the other WBP manuscripts, but especially to El 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, and Hg WBP. Cp zz WBP is intentionally excluded here to instead highlight 

the tier-pattern rise in the occurrence of the thou lemma in Figure 134: Cp zz WBP ‘thou’ lemma 

500-word view that occurs around the 6000-x-axis mark. This tiered pattern of Cp zz WBP’s 

higher thou occurrence does not visually correspond to the rises of thou lemma in El WBP, Ha4 

WBP, or Hg WBP at this juncture, but does correspond to Dd WBP, Gg zz WBP, and La WBP. 

Cp zz WBP’s tiered pattern’s similarity to the tiered pattern of Pw WBP may suggest an 

extended relation between the manuscripts, as the scale of the rise in thou lemma at the end of 

Pw WBP seems to reflect the height achieved by Cp zz WBP’s ending, but without the same 

tiered quality. 

WBP thou Variants 

The following graphs are of the thou variants for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants identified were <thow>, 

<thou>, <þow>, <þou>, and <þu>. 

 

 
Figure 142: Cp zz WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 143: Dd WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 
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Figure 144: El WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 145: Gg zz WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 146: Ha4 WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 147: Hg WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 148: La WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 149: Pw WBP ‘thou’ variants 500-word view 
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The four full-text manuscripts—Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg, which have all been associated 

together—do not contain any use of the <þu> variant in the WBP, while Dd, Gg, La, and Pw all 

contain the <þu> variant in the WBP. This suggests a closer relationship between Cp, El, Ha4, 

and Hg, and separates the group from the other WBP manuscripts. However, Cp, Ha4, La, and 

Pw WBP all contain dominant <þou> variants, suggesting either a shared stylistic predilection, 

or potentially some relationship between the Cp and Ha4 and the La and Pw manuscripts.  

Hg WBP is an outlier in this series, exclusively using the <thow> variant—El WBP 

predominantly uses the <thou> variant with incidental <thow>, possibly indicating that Hg and 

El’s shared WBP exemplar source preferred the <thow> variant, as neither <thou> nor <thow> 

are abbreviated variants, which makes it less likely that the incidental use of <thow> in El WBP 

corresponds to a change based on line space concerns. 

Additionally, there is an ongoing pattern of similarities between Dd WBP and both Hg 

WBP and El WBP. Dd WBP is the only other text besides Hg with a high use of <thow> variant, 

although Dd WBP mixes <thow> with <þu>—an abbreviated variant. This choice could 

correspond to spacing or stylistic alterations, but also suggests that the WBP exemplar used for 

Hg, El, and presumably Dd preferred the <thow> variant. Further support for this theory of 

potential <thow> predilection in these manuscripts’ exemplars is that all analyzed WBPs 

contained instances of the <thow> variant, most often in the collective peak thou occurrence 

zone, from the 1000-x-axis part to the 3000-x-axis mark on the thou variant Rolling Windows 

graph series. The similarity between the exemplars of Dd WBP and Hg and El WBP also 

suggests that Dd WBP may have originated from a similar, but independent early exemplar 

source. 
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WBP with Lemma 

The following graphs are of the with lemma for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants lemmatized were <w>, <wt>, 

<with>, <witħ>, and <wiþ>. 

 
Figure 150: Cp zz WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 151: Dd WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 152: El WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 153: Gg zz WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 154: Ha4 WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 
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Figure 155: Hg WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 156: La WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 

 
Figure 157: Pw WBP ‘with’ lemma 500-word view 

In this series, Pw WBP just after the 4000-x-axis mark matches up very closely with Hg 

WBP. This continues the theme of potential mixed-source evidence in these WBP graphs, and 

the similarities to Hg WBP specifically bring up the theory of Hg being used as a scribal fair 

copy booklets used by other scribes for sections of their manuscripts. Prior to that point, Pw 

WBP is essentially identical to Gg zz WBP. 

La WBP after the 3000-x-axis mark, however, is anomalous compared to the other 

manuscripts’ graphs. After referring to the La WBP text file used as the basis for my tests, I do 

not believe this anomalous pattern is due to missing a with variant on my part. All with variants 

on my variants list were lemmatized as whole words only, not if they were part of a larger 

word—<with> would be affected, but <without> would not. I believe it is possible that 

orthographic variation in words like <without> could be a culprit for the anomalous prevalence 

of with in the latter half of La WBP. After reading through all the analyzed manuscripts for my 
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research, I noticed that compound words could be kept together or split inconsistently in Middle 

English, as their spelling was not standardized, and thus could show in my results in this way.29 

If frequently splitting up compound words like <without> is causing La WBP’s anomalous spike 

in with later in its text, it reflects a unique trend in orthographic variation that is relevant to my 

analysis of these diplomatic transcriptions. Such a feature is likely a scribal, authorial, or 

intermediate copyist deviation, either decided by the scribe during the copying of the actual La 

manuscript, or potentially an authorial or intermediate copyist change present in the exemplar 

used for La, though the latter I cannot claim definitively. It could also indicate the scribe’s efforts 

to manage line length or spacing on a page, with splitting up compound words frequently 

employed by scribes to fill unsightly empty line space. 

WBP with Variants 

The following graphs are of the with variants for Cp zz WBP, Dd WBP, El WBP, Gg zz 

WBP, Ha4 WBP, Hg WBP, La WBP, and Pw WBP. The variants identified were <w>, <wt>, 

<with>, <witħ>, and <wiþ>. 

 

 

 
Figure 158: Cp zz WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 

 
29 As my focus is on diplomatic transcription, I do not believe these split compounds require correction. “Upon” vs 

“up on” is also a frequent culprit of this compound word splitting variation. 
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Figure 159: Dd WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 160: El WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 161: Gg zz WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 162: Ha4 WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 163: Hg WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 

 
Figure 164: La WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 
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Figure 165: Pw WBP ‘with’ variants 500-word view 

In this series, Dd WBP again looks very similar to El WBP—while Dd WBP is the only 

manuscript with a dominant <witħ> variant, that is mostly a stylistic letter-form variation, and 

Dd WBP is otherwise consistent with El WBP and Hg WBP’s <with> variant dominance. This 

observation lends credence to the theory that Dd WBP used the same exemplar as El WBP and 

Hg WBP, and partially supports the theory proposed by Robinson that the full Dd manuscript 

shared the same original exemplars used by Cp, Hg, El, and Ha4 (Robinson 2003, 130). 

However, as my research examined only the WBP of Dd, I am unable to make any definitive 

statement about the consistency of the full text of Dd compared to the full texts of Cp, Hg, El, 

and Ha4—that is an effort for future scholarship utilizing the full manuscript of Dd. These WBP 

Rolling Windows graphs suggest that while Dd WBP used an exemplar source similar to those 

used by Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg, Dd’s source appears adjacent, rather than identical to the exemplar 

of the four manuscripts. 

WBP Analysis Summary 

The repeated similarities between the Dd WBP and Hg and El WBP manuscripts across 

these WBP Rolling Windows graphs indicate a closer hierarchical relationship between the Dd 

manuscript and Hg and El manuscript that should be investigated through further comparisons 

using the full Dd manuscript text. The Rolling Windows graphs of Dd WBP indicated signs of 

potential horizontal influence between Hg and El WBP and Dd WBP, as well as Dd WBP 

potentially having a reticulated genealogy that relied on sources closely adjacent to those used in 
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Hg and El. Analyzing the full text of the Dd manuscript would provide additional insight on the 

suggestions presented by these WBP-exclusive findings. 

An additional recurring pattern was of a potential booklet-change fault line in Gg WBP 

occurring from the 4.5k to just after the 6k x-axis mark of the Gg WBP Rolling Windows graphs. 

Gg WBP experienced anomalous shifts in both its dominant th character string variant and 

dominant that variant at this juncture, with a pattern shift distinct enough to suggest that a 

change in booklet at this point may have involved switching to a booklet from a different 

exemplar source during the copying of Gg WBP. 

Of the four Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg manuscripts, the Rolling Windows graphs for Cp WBP 

often contained divergences from the graphs of the other three manuscripts that suggest Cp WBP 

may have utilized a different revision edition of the WBP exemplar used in El, Ha4, and Hg 

WBP. Additionally, some of Cp WBP’s divergences from the other works of Scribe B and Scribe 

D, such as Cp WBP’s tiered ending rise in thou lemma at the end of Figure 134: Cp zz WBP 

‘thou’ lemma 500-word view, mirrored patterns represented in the graphs of Dd, Gg, and La 

WBP, potentially indicating a closer hierarchical relationship between these manuscripts and the 

Cp manuscript, specifically. Considering Stubbs’ opinion of Cp as an extremely early extant 

manuscript with layers potentially representing a “pre-Hg period” (Stubbs 2007, 151), it is 

possible these WBP similarities between Cp and the Dd, Gg, and La manuscripts indicate a line 

of vertical influence with Cp or its early, even pre-Hg exemplar sources, as the parent source. 
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Conclusion 

The primary conclusion of my research is that the Canterbury Tales should be 

conceptualized as an anthology in the middle of an ongoing, multilayered authorial revision 

process that was interrupted by Chaucer’s death and never fully compiled into a cohesive unified 

vision. Examination of the proposed de Hamel booklets of Hg revealed clear changes in 

orthographic features coinciding not only with de Hamel’s proposed booklet boundaries, but also 

intra-booklet tale boundaries representing prewritten tales, like the Knight’s Tale and the Tale of 

Melibee, and the boundary between the end of the Franklin’s Tale and the beginning of the 

Second Nun’s Tale, which scholars theorize was the furthest extent of Chaucer’s authorial 

revisions before his death. All these points suggest that the Canterbury Tales was initially 

created as an anthology of individual tales, which Chaucer then connected through an external 

framing narrative. Chaucer’s major innovation in the Canterbury Tales was allowing his external 

narrative frame to grow into the in-text narrative—like integrating the structure of a bridge into a 

natural landscape by forming it out of two trees grown together.30 

My findings from the de Hamel comparisons of Hg and El indicated that the distinctive 

orthographic features of the Hg and El manuscripts occurred at the authorial level, not the scribal 

level. This notion was supported by my analysis of the full texts of Cp, El, Ha4, and Hg, which 

did not indicate any signs of extensive scribal revisions within the works of Scribe B or Scribe D. 

Indeed, orthographic feature variations appearing in the four full text manuscripts, as well as 

their WBPs, appeared attributable to the use of different revision editions of the same exemplar, 

rather than independent scribal revisions.  

 
30 A recognizable modern example of a piece of media that was primarily created by integrating an external narrative 

structure into the existing internal narratives of a collection of multiple independent works is the film Mamma Mia! 

(2008), which did so with multiple songs from ABBA’s discography. 
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These variances between the four manuscripts were more visible in the close examination 

of the WBP, where the Cp manuscript showed variation in orthographic feature patterns that, 

with the context of Stubbs’ opinion that Cp contains remnants of pre-Hg tale versions and that 

the WBP tale was under active revision, with “loose sheets [of various revisions] circulating 

among chosen copyists” (Stubbs 2007, 151), suggest that the sections of Cp WBP that did not 

match the other works of Scribe B and Scribe D but did match the WBPs of Dd, Gg, and La may 

represent pre-Hg layers of the Cp manuscript. The findings of similarity between these portions 

of the Cp WBP and the Dd, Gg, and La WBPs further suggest that these pre-Hg layers of the Cp 

manuscript may have been used as a main source for the respective exemplars used to copy those 

other manuscripts. Additional similarities between the patterns of the Cp and Gg WBP Rolling 

Windows graphs also suggest a closer hierarchical relationship between Cp and the Gg 

manuscript, which scholars have classified as having an independent, unknown exemplar origin 

(Robinson 2003, 130)—an exemplar origin that my findings suggest may actually have drawn 

from the earlier pre-Hg sources potentially present in Cp. 

My findings indicate that through the use of a wide-lens, computer-assisted approach like 

lexomic analysis, textual evidence does exist in the Canterbury Tales manuscripts that can 

further illuminate the lost details of the Canterbury Tales anthology’s construction and revision 

history, and support or supplement the findings of codicological and paleographical research into 

the Canterbury Tales manuscripts themselves. Thus, an area of further research is the continued 

lexomic analysis and comparisons of full diplomatic texts of a wider spread of extant Canterbury 

Tales manuscripts. Lexomic analysis may be a route for further investigation into the genealogies 

of extant manuscripts like Gg, which scholars believe were copied from independent exemplars 

unrelated to other major exemplar groupings. Continued lexomic analysis of potential pre-Hg 
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tale sections of the Cp manuscript and comparison of these sections to those in manuscripts 

copied from unrelated exemplars could provide further insight into the earliest splits in the 

hierarchical relationships of the various main exemplars used to copy the extant manuscripts 

surviving today.  
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Table of Abbreviations 

Abbreviation: Meaning: 

Cp Corpus Christi Oxford MS 198 

Dd Cambridge Dd.4.24 

El (Ellesmere) Ellesmere; Huntington Library 26.C.9 

Gg Cambridge Gg.4.27 

Ha4 British Library MS Harley 7334 

Hg (Hengwrt) Hengwrt; National Library of Wales Hengwrt Peniarth 392D 

La British Library Lansdowne MS 851 

Pw Petworth House MS 7 

WBP Wife of Bath’s Prologue 

OS (Computer) Operating System, ex// Windows. 

Table 9: Abbreviations Reference 
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